Welcome

Welcome to the May 2010 edition of ‘In the Boxing Ring’. In this edition, we’ll be continuing our look at Network Vulnerability Scanning, as well as the problem of classification of Spam vs Malware. We’ll also be presenting the new version of our App for the Apple iPad.

On page 2, I spend some time presenting a new service offering by Network Box. In the summer of 2010, we will be launching an optional service providing three types of Network Scanning, offered both externally and internally. We are very excited at the opportunities that this new technology will afford us.

On page 3, I discuss the problem of classification of blended threats (in particularly, looking at the question of spam vs malware), and give insight into the longer-term direction Network Box is taking with regard to this problem.

On page 4, we present the usual monthly hint (this month regarding alerting policy), and outline the software updates delivered as part of this month’s software release.

As usual, if you have any feedback, or comments, they are always appreciated. You can contact us here at HQ via eMail (nbhq@network-box.com). Or, drop by our office next time you are in town.

You can also keep in touch by following our Network Box Security Response twitter feed at:

twitter.com/networkboxhq

Mark Webb-Johnson
CTO, Network Box Corporation
May 2010
Network Vulnerability Scanning

Last month I described what Network Vulnerability Scans are, and how they can be beneficially used for both compliance and pro-active protection of your network. This month, I'm proud to announce that starting in the summer of 2010, Network Box will begin to offer Network Vulnerability Scanning services, as an optional service to all our customers.

The Network Box approach adheres to the following flow:

1. A scan is scheduled.
2. The scan is conducted.
3. The Network Box NOC reviews the scan, investigates the results, and comments, as appropriate.
4. The end-user reviews the scan results, and exports management and compliance reports (in both HTML and downloadable PDF format).
5. Facilities are provided for the end-user to classify each result for follow-up (including comparison of results from periodic scans, and re-scans to verify correctness of compliance actions).

At launch, Network Box will be offering three forms of scan:

- **Network Mapping** (identifying network equipment, and fingerprinting its identity).
- **Comprehensive Vulnerability Scan** (including identification of known vulnerabilities and suspicious applications).
- **Comprehensive Web Server Scan** (including scans targeted specifically at web servers and their unique vulnerabilities - such as SQL injection).

By offering the ‘NOC Review’ stage of the scan, Network Box experts review the results of each scan and can make recommendations unique to the client environment. This largely resolves the high false-positives problem experienced by users of automated scanners.

Network Box will offer these services both externally (via scanners located on the Internet, offering an external view of the network) and internally (via scanners placed inside the customers environment, offering an internal view of the network). Both types of scans, and the results produced, can be reviewed using the same Box Office interface.

Scan results are categorised on a six-point sliding scale ranging from 0 (Informational) through 5 (Urgent). This scale allows impacting results to be immediately targeted for remedial follow-up. A graphical drill-down user interface, within the Network Box Office framework, allows for quick and easy analysis of results. PDF reports can be downloaded, for full compliance and management reporting.

An important aspect of the Network Box approach is the inclusion of follow-up actions to allow for full integration into a compliance framework. Each scan result can have a follow-up action assigned, to allow compliance actions to be tracked through to incident closure. This mechanism is fully supported within the periodic and repeat scanning systems, allowing the system to automatically highlight discrepancies in the compliance follow-up system (such as items which have been marked as resolved, but still appear in subsequent periodic or repeat scans).

While the NOC teams maintaining the firewall and conducting the scans are separated (to allow for a clear delineation between maintenance and review functions, over and above those provided by the end-user), the close integration of the Network Box devices and scanning systems, allows the scan to be tuned to the environment being scanned. This provides for the best, most accurate, result with the least number of false-positives and misses.

Correctly used, and expertly handled, vulnerability scans are an invaluable tool for pro-active protection of your network. We here at Network Box are very excited with the capabilities that this new offering will give us (both for customers who require compliance reporting, as well as for those who merely desire it).

We expect to start public beta testing this new service offering during June/July 2010, with a full public release coming later in the summer.
Looking at the raw numbers:

- March 2010 saw 45,820 spams and 767 malwares per box, for a total of 46,587 unwanted messages per customer per box.
- April 2010 saw 34,944 spams and 13,791 malwares, totaling 48,735.
- So, while spams decreased 23.7% and malware increased 1,978%, the total difference is only +4.6% March -> April.

Early in April 2010, we started to see a massive eMail spam campaign advertising links to malware hosted on compromised servers (and in some cases directly attaching the malware to the eMail message). In co-operation with our partners, we immediately classified these servers as hosting malicious content (in some cases malware, in some cases spam, and in others phishing sites). As the same servers hosted all three types of content, it was hard to classify precisely the threat (as there were three threats involved), so Network Box and our partners had to take the approach of classifying them as the most-malicious (in some cases malware, and in others phishing). Our technology allows us to classify down to the URL path level, but often individual URLs were serving up all three types of unwanted content, depending on per-email parameters passed.

Irrespective of whether an eMail is a spam, porn, hoax, virus or phishing, it is ‘unwanted’. The total volume of unwanted eMail did not change significantly throughout the month. What did change is the percentages of each type.

The core issue is that just as the threats have become blended, the difference in classification is also becoming blurred. A compromised web server is just as likely to serve up a spam site as it is a phishing site, or hosted malware.

Providing protection against such attacks is often only possible with multi-faceted technologies such as those offered by Network Box. The botnets spew out eMail malware and spam by the billions; the vast majority blocked by anti-spam and anti-malware engines at the gateway. Visiting a link in such an eMail gives the Network Box content filtering engines an opportunity to block the threat (either via policy against such sites, or engines such as Google Safe Browsing to block known malicious sites). Such sites host toolkits of automated vulnerability exploits, which the Network Box IDPS system has been designed to address. And, finally, the malware itself may be blocked by HTTP anti-virus systems. Only by operating a multi-layer and multi-protocol security system with all components working together, such as Network Box, can we achieve comprehensive protection against such threats.

Which leads us to the future. Where is this technology taking us and how can we maintain and improve our technological lead in protecting against such blended threats? Here at Network Box, we believe the core approach of content classification is correct. Our primary focus is on improving such classification, but also on introducing systems to provide for multi-categorisation of a single threat.

When you visit a web site which is a personal blog concerning shopping, should this be classified as ‘Blogs’ or ‘Shopping’? We believe the correct answer is ‘both’, as such an approach offers the best granularity and support for precise policy control.

Introducing support for fine-grained multi-categorisation, will task the Network box device with accurately classifying a threat (eg; virus, phishing, spam, hoax, shopping, bulk email, executable attachment, etc), and then permit the individual customer policy to control how those categories are handled (eg; block and quarantine viruses, or deny access to Adult websites, as policy). This is the direction we are headed, and we will continue to deliver more and more systems adhering to this framework over the coming year.
May 2010 Features

On Tuesday, 4th May 2010, Network Box will release our patch Tuesday set of enhancements and fixes. The regional NOCs will be conducting the rollouts of the new functionality in a phased manner over the next 7 days. This month, these include:

- Further firmware support for new box models.
- Enhancements to the Box Office portal, to support the v3.2 iPhone/iPad application.
- Mail scanning enhancement to support detection of broken ZIP archives and optionally block message containing them.
- Mail scanning enhancement to allow for per-box configuration of alert message suppression.
- Mail scanning enhancement to introduce a fuzzy fingerprint type for message structure and to allow that to be used for anti-spam and anti-malware systems.
- Improvements to the reliability of the IPSEC VPN service, to better cope with mis-matched negotiation parameters. Also includes enhancements to the health monitoring system to add additional checks regarding IPSEC VPN renegotiation health.
- Improvements to the Protected Service Proxy system, related to the transparent SMTP proxy.

In most cases, the above changes should not impact running services or require a device restart. However, in some cases (depending on configuration), a device restart may be required. Your local NOC will contact you to arrange this if necessary.

April Hint: Alerting Policy

Each Network Box contains a sophisticated set of configurable policies related to how spam and malware should be treated. Quarantines can be enabled, and notification emails sent to combinations of the sender, recipient and/or administrator in the event of a malware block.

However, great care should be taken with this facility. The internet is under deluge from such notification emails.

- Sender notifications are a nuisance when the sender is spoofed - inundating the sender with bounce messages for eMails he never sent.
- Recipient notifications, while useful in some cases (such as policy blocks) may overwhelm recipients in the event of a new outbreak.
- Mail Portal reports should be limited to known valid recipients (using a mechanism such as envelope verification to avoid generating non-deliverable bounces).

Network Box offers a Global Notification Suppression (GNS) system that can suppress these alerts for the most common types of mis-notification (for example suppressing sender notifications where we know the sender to be spoofed). This can be configured on a per-box basis (as well as having a global default).

Please talk to your local support NOC to ensure that your notifications are as you require and are not adding to the overall pollution on the Internet.
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